Paulett Angella Hemmings HIGOG

PUBLIC DOCUMENT
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
July 7, 2017
SUBJECT: Decry 16th Level #14B
Chreation order, Nurses Pay Raise, Job Experience, Commercial Bank
TO: Governor Andrew M. Cuomo Office
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Dear Governor Cuomo Office, Greetings to you;
THIS IS A 16th Level DECRY CALLED A DECRYMIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM
MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM. THIS
LEVEL IS HIGHER THAN THE DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUMMIUM AND HIGHER THAN A
DECREE
I PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE
ONLY CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE AND
OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, ESISTENCE, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN DECLARE
THAT:

DATE: July 8, 2017
1.
2.

3.

4.

The right name for this Earth we are in is: JAH CHREATOR KINGDUM NATURAL
EARTH CHREATIONSZZ 16TH THRILLIANTH DEGREESESZZ.
All Earth documents say: PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS JAH CHREATOR
KINGDUM NATURAL EARTH CHREATIONSZZ 16TH THRILLIANTH
DEGREESESZZ.
On the outside of the Earth I did not want my name to be there, so it says: JAH CHREATOR
KINGDUM NATURAL EARTH CHREATIONSZZ 16TH THRILLIANTH
DEGREESESZZ.
The many devels who came into these Earths at various different times in the past, removed
the right name and put their version of a name. Sometimes these Earths did not have any
name as they removed the outside covers and put plastic covering with no name on it. They
also know how to erase the name and to cover over it with their version of a name.
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The Order of Chreation
There is a creation of Life and there is a process for the Chreation of Life. I am the first
Chreation of Life for my time period. There have been other prior time periods, and when those
periods end, another starts. There are ten (10) different regions in the Chreation. I am the Head
of the Chreation and the Head of and over the Regions. Each Region has a Head Chreator, and
they Chreate their Spectres according to the order of Chreation. The Interlope Maker is the
region with the main devels. They corrupted all the other regions over time. Barak Obama is
from the Interlope Region. The devels used all regions to help him. My Region was the last
standing. The Interlope corrupted the Gurners and all others. The Interlope uses many of the
higher order of the Chreations in the Gurner and many other regions to help them as they expand
with wickedness. The Gurner where Donald Trump is from, has many who the devels use to
destroy, and to do many wickednesses.
Earth Queendum
Before this JAH CHREATOR KINGDUM NATURAL EARTH CHREATIONSZZ 16TH
THRILLIANTH DEGREESESZZ, we live in, I Chreated another Earth named the JAH
CHREATOR QUEENDUM NATURAL EARTH CHREATIONSZZZZ 16TH THRILLIANTH
DEGREESESZZZZ. The skin type of the Lifes in the Queendum is different from the Kingdum.
The Queendum was a giganamonous Earth, and I live in the Earth for a long time. The devels
used scanners, microscopic lenses, drones, vectors, and zoners to find me. They cut out the earth
with large machines and I didn’t know. They cut me out of the Jah Chreator Creations, and the
cut was so large it looked like the shape of Africa. They cut out the area so deep that it cut right
through almost all the elevations and levels of that area they cut out. They took me, the
chreations, all the lives, and killed us many times and removed our power and authority. I
eventually got out of it, and then I created this JAH CHREATOR KINGDUM NATURAL
EARTH CHREATIONSZZ 16TH THRILLIANTH DEGREESESZZ in a smaller size than that
Queendum.
Federal Government
Is the US Federal government living in my community after I have moved there? Why is this so?
Is the US Senate living in my community and torturing me and sucking out the power from my
air conditioner and electricity and all my neighbors?
Is the US Congress living in my community and helping the federal government torture me?
The Jah Kingdum Natural Earth
The Jah Kingdum Natural Earth we are living in today, has changed cover (outside shell) many
times, and the inside have been cut out, cut up, gutted out, and removed. The outside has been
destroyed by many explosions, dents, cracks, damages, corrosions, deterioration, and erosions.
Many of us do not know where most of the Earth has disappeared to. The many different devel
leeders removed the Earth states, towns, cities, and places. They dumped many of it into the
oceans and seas and take many parts of the Earth, its elevations, and levels out of (unearth) the
entire Earth. The Earth also fell from the devels and cracked and was in water a long time rotting
until they found the Earth.
The news reporters, weather reporters, states, senators, congress woman and man, speakers,
presidents, mayors, governors, fire department, emergency medical technician, police, military,
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secret service, justice, department of interior, department of agriculture, water service, cable and
wireless, electric and power, gas and oil, and movie makers and others know these terrible events,
and they sealed, blocked, and conspired not to disclose the information to the Earth Peoples,
Persons, Ranks and above. Our computers, telephones, and electronics have been removed from
our knowledge, so the Earth went backwards for many hundreds of years. The many
governments have removed our interconnections to outside of this Earth, to other Earth
elevations, and levels, and other places through web, net, intranet, and computer connections
from this natural earth, to block our knowledge.
Only the governments, federals, states, city, republics, some organizations, and those trusted ones
they can control, know of the usage and can use them. We therefore, live in lie and lack of
knowledge of who we are and who our Chreator and GOG is, and who the other women Leaders
are who come from time to time to the governments and inform them that they are able to lead the
Earth states. The governments have killed and destroyed their lives, because they do not want the
women to lead the Earth. The governments want the men who are not Chreators and who are not
entitle to any part of what belong to the women or the Chreator.
The devels destroyed this Earth many times so they can get in. They lifted off the top of the Earth
and come in at times by the Thrillianths. They stormed us for lengths of times, and we have had
to use the ganja, marijuana, poppy, and sense melia and other protections to clean the air, and we
also use the leaves smoke and the chlorofluorocarbon to drown them out and to drive them out.
Sometimes, they come in and they are searching for my offices and to locate me. I had to remove
certain word and marking from the outside so they do not know what are my personal areas. I do
have authority over many Chreations, as this Earth is not the only chreation that esist. I have to
be in other places, and the devels know the routes. The routes are not that easy to change, as we
have had to make many changes in order to survive in the existence of devels. The devels are
always stealing from others and using stolen properties to advance devel wickedness, and they
eventually killed me.
There are many rules and plans to esist in this Earth when I am absent, as I am not the only leader
in the Earth. The devel targeted my women leaders and killed them. The devels killed the many
Chreations and the many places in these Earths for a long time. They wiped out many Chreations
and generations and destroyed the many elevations and levels to stop the process of live from the
natural normal manner they are to esist. They stopped many lives from transcending from one
life to another when you are dead, and many times you are dragged from out of these Earths by
many ropes and attachments they connect to you while you are forced dead in your tombs or
when they cut out your inner selves. Many coroners that work for the devels force you to be
dead, and many doctors who pronounce death are plastics and rubber, and you do not know and
many do not know. When you are forced dead, these devels remove many of your intestines
before it rots. They remove many parts of your eyes, teeth, lips, nose, hair, fingers, toes, arms,
legs, head, memory, and your body even before you are cold, and very few in this natural earth
knows that is what is going on because of devel government leedership.
Some of the churches know of these wicked acts of the devels, as they work with the federal
devels. Many of the pastors, temples, and religious ministries you see on TV, are working for the
devel federal government, and they get financial allowances that you do not know of. You are to
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get three allowances per month and you are entitled to them. Your allowances are not your pay or
salary. It is much larger per month than sometimes your yearly pay. Many of these pastors,
Popes, and others they are used by the federal government to terror you and to kill you when they
take the allowances, as the federal tells them they owe it to the federal, and the federal traps them
into working wickednesses on you to assist the federals. Many of the Pastors, Bishops, Popes,
Rabbis, Caliph, Imam, who work for the federals are plastic terror criminals, and when they do
not continue to work for the devel, the federal take them over and kill them.
1. States where are the 34 levels and the 99 elevations/height, for the Natural Earth and the
other Earths. Also, where are they in the Flesh Earth, the Mercury Earth, and the Real
Earth? For each of the levels, we are to live 20 years in the natural time, never to die, and
never to get old. We are to transcend from one elevation to the other when we reach the
age of twenty. There are 34 levels and 99 elevations in the natural earth. As we
transcend, we go up in the elevation and each time we go up in an elevation, we are
transformed and become brand new, not in a baby form, but in an adult, baby,
youthfulness. Each level of each of the four Earths, has 99 elevations.
2. There are four types of natural earth: Natural Natural Earth, Natural Flesh Earth, Natural
Mercury Earth, and Natural Real Earth. In this Natural Earth there are a mixture of many
different spectres. We have the Natural Real Lives and they are the very thick skinned.
The thickness is not visible it is the sensitivity of their skin and the heaviness of their
hands. Realeamos are the very thin-skinned peoples who are very sensitive to touch and
their touch are light.
3. Then there are the Reality spectres who are thick and denser that the natural and not very
sensitive to touch. They will pinch and hit very strongly as they have density to their
skin.
4. Then there is the Natural and the Naturaleamos. The Naturealeamos is thinner than the
natural but not thin like the Realeamos.
5. The Mercury are killed and the Mercureamos are a very few and they are thinner only to
touch. They look thick but they are sensitive to touch and have a little mercury
protection.
6. Where are the Mercury Earth Lives? Why did you kill them, as you cannot penetrate
them and cannot get into their skin, so you killed them and killed the many Earth
elevations.
Banks
Chase Bank, Discover Bank and other credit card banks, go wash out your Sour Crotch and stop
phone harass me daily. Chase & Bank of America you have killed and destroyed me many times.
Pre-K to Kindergarten
No testing of children Pre-K and through High School college and up to Master’s Degree. A quiz
is given to the students after each chapter to help them to understand.
No Prerequisite for Master’s Degree and High school and Junior High such as (LSAT, GMAT,
GRE, LCAT, and so on).
www.naturalearthforall.com
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ID for Travel
With effect from June 12, 2017, for domestic and international travel, all across these Earths, the
world, only a National or a State picture ID is necessary. All airlines must have passport book
leaflets to be used at the airport check in/immigration desk, if they need to stamp a document. To
enter Jamaica and all of the West Indies/Caribbean, a passport is needed if you are not from there.
Automatic Engagement
All Angie & Ban/woman and man living together without stopping for five (5) years
automatically becomes engaged. Engagement is similar to a marriage, but better. Anyone,
Uppers, Ranking, People, Person can become engaged or get married any number of times they
want.
WORLDWIDE NURSES PAY RAISE & BENEFIT
1. All Home Health Aide, Nurse Aide, Nursing Assistants, Caregiver, Personal Care Aide,
Personal Care Attendant, Personal Care Assistant, Companion Care Provider are all:
Level 1 Nurses.
2. All Level 1 Nurses get an additional 80 percent salary increase with effect from the year
2000, and paid retroactive to them or their families if they are dead.
3. Nurses work in the home taking care of patients, nursing homes, in hospices, in hospitals,
in community clinics, long-term-care facilities, intermediate care facilities, assisted
living, in medical centers, and some work in organizations that manages, monitors, and
handles physical fitness and your physical physique.
4. All Home Health Aide, Nurse Aide, Caregiver, Personal Care Aide, Personal Care
Attendant, Personal Care Assistant, Companion Care Provider, Certified Nursing
Assistance (CNA), Learner Practical Nurse (LPN), Registered Nurses (RN), Nurse
5.
6.

7.
8.

Practitioner are all “NURSE”.
All Nurses get 250 percent salary increase with effect from January 1, 2017.
All Nurses are paid their full salary, transportation costs, uniform allowance and
maintenance at their choice of places, retirement, medical benefits, and all other union
worker benefits.
Nursing Night shift workers get double time pay. One night of about 12 hours can be two
days of work.
All Nurses (Level 1 to 6) who reaches the age of 65 or if they are sick, get their personal
Nurse Aide or Personal Care Aide to assist them 24 hours per day; this benefit has always
been a Standing Command.

Homestead
1. All homestead allowances are given to the property owner who reside in the home
retroactive to the inception of the home. This is retroactive to the year homestead
allowance introduced.
2. All homestead is per state and not per district or town retroactively to the year homestead
is introduced.
www.naturalearthforall.com
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3. A person can have up to two homestead allowances in the state he or she lives,
retroactively to the year homestead is introduced.
Housing Allowance
Each person gets no less than US $6,000.00 and no more than $10,000.00 for housing allowance
per month. Housing allowance depends on your rank, education, and the number of children in
your family, or your family size. Housing allowance is not reduced, it has increased.
Home Ownership To Cover All Possibilities
1. All property owners own the property and cannot be removed because one person dies or
is unable to pay the mortgage. If one person cannot pay the mortgage it is rolled over to
the other person or persons who owns the property and can pay in smaller portions;
retroactive to the date the other person is unable to pay the mortgage.
2. All property owners who pay the monthly mortgage payment are entitled to mortgage tax
return. If one owner cannot use the return, the other owner is entitled to collect it. If they
all want a portion of the mortgage tax, it can be used by different owners in different tax
years. retroactively to the year(s) the tax return was not used, or the statement was issued.
3. Any property owner who pays the mortgage (the name on the checks) is entitled to a
return of any money he or she over paid; retroactively to the years when the mortgage
was paid.
4. All property owners have rights in their property. If one person dies the property is for
the other holders, or for your family estate. Always been a standing Command; (devel
presence does not esist in these transactions).
5. If two persons or more owns a property, when one person dies that portion of the
mortgage dies with the person and the other owners do not owe that person portion.
6. All property owner who has family member name listed on the property gets the right to
keep the property if the first owner or head of household dies, terribly sick, or cannot help
themselves. If the family member can pay the mortgage or the money owed, paid in
small portions, that family member gets to keep the home. The sick person has a right in
the property. Properties belong to the family members and do not belong the State or
government or corporations; always been a standing Command.
7. All property owners on the deed or title can pay the mortgage if the mortgagee cannot or
is unable to pay, and the person who is paying the mortgage is entitled to their tax return
and to keep the home or to share the home with the other property owner. This is
retroactively to the year or the month the mortgage could not be paid in full.
Threat to My Life by Federals and Others
The US federal government and other devels told me over and over again since 2013 that they are
going to kill me. My life today is threatened every day by the federal and other government
leeders who want to continue to leed when they are not leaders of my Earths or any place. In the
past, they have killed many of my other ones who are born into this Earth and they go to the
District of Columbia and informed them of who they are. They tortured them, killed them, and
destituted them, and some of them live on the street even today, like a vagrant, because that is
what the federal governments and the others do; they destroy our lives, stop us from working,
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there is no financial allowance to help, and they use the sorcery halo and the hand over our heads
to control us as no protection is in this Earth and these Earths anymore.
These federal devels use many electrical tools to sting, pinch, bite, burn, pierce, and destroy us so
we cannot stay in a house and we then have to live on the street, as that is where they want us to
live, while they enjoy our properties that we cannot get from them or use. In the country of Chili,
there is a memorial place undisclosed that they buried one of my other ones whom they killed. In
the Falkland/Falknor Islands, they killed another one of me, in Jamaica West Indies, they killed
many of me and many other women leaders who are to lead. In many other States/countries they
also killed many of me who are to lead, and they are found dead, dismantled, missing, and of
unknown death.
My Job With Homeland Security/TSA Miami International
I have been explaining in my Articles since January 8, 2017, how the federal government,
republic governments and monarchy governments, State governments, City governments,
Department of State, Department of Homeland Security, TSA, Police Department, Secret
Service, County governments, Microsoft, FBI, Senators, Justice, and others have been destroying
my life, and they have used the vectors, scanners, drones, microscopic lenses, the hand, created
by the Interlope Makers and the Gurners and others Existence to terrorize, horror, unprotect me,
go into my brain, go into my eyes, nose, throat, ears, vagina, bottom, foot bottom, mouth, tongue,
teeth, speech, thinking, body, and disrupt my life, travel, movements, sleep, and my physical
fitness/health, my job, destroy my vehicles, destroy my homes, destroy my future and killed and
destroy my children, and they have not stopped. From the above connections to AOL, you do
see that the many devel wickedness tools do esist in this Earth, and the devels are in control of
our life, our medicine, research, our body genetics, communications, web sites, web links,
emails, and our money.
While working for the TSA, Miami International, the Federal government devels injured
me on the job, and I have had to stop working.
The federal government, TSA, and the Department of Labor removed me from Workers Comp
illegally, for no reason as they can do whatever they want, with anyone they want, anytime they
want, any how they want. They left me destitute, with no means of supporting myself and sick.
While recovering, the federal government further continued to destroy my life, and in January
2013, Barak Obama and many others including the media opened my body and killed me many
times, since then, they have not stopped. I have many authorities, and there are many levels and
elevations of places in one Chreation, so I must have many types of me in my body for the
different elevations, different levels, different Chreations, and different Esistence. The devels
Leeders know this, and so they keep on killing and destroying me so my other versions do not
esist and therefore, I am in constant pain and terror every minute of the day.
While living in Miami, Florida in 2013, the federal government and the others destroying me and
my life, told me that they are going to destroy my finances. I didn’t understand what they meant
but over the years since then, they make sure that the did just what they said. The Interlope
MAKER are the ones who makes things happen any way they want, anyway they can, with
anyone they want, any time they want, in anyplace they want. The Makers are the Any, Any;
they are the Make it Happen.
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Because of the daily, nightly, hourly, minutely, and secondly terror, horror and disruption of my
life, I couldn’t live in my home in Miami. I had to live in hotels. I stayed in many hotels in my
community and other close communities to get away from them so I could sleep a few hours. I
had to go back and forth from my home to hotels, as the terror on me and my home gets higher
and higher. I spent a lot of money from my savings living into hotels and buying restaurant foods
just to get away from the devel terror in my home. The devel terror was so bad that they burned
down my home in the federal cut out and in many other level and elevations. They destroyed the
electricity in my community and we had a number of black outs in my community. They brought
the heavens down into my community. The federal government brought many other chreations
down into my community and they brought space ships down into my communities. They have
used the many chreations and heavens to terror me day and night while in Miami. They know
how to use the sorcery and they know how much water and food I need to have in my body so
their terror can get higher and higher and stronger and stronger on me. The federals know how
many days my body can do without water and food so they can terror me more as they stopped
me from eating and drinking, so they can terror me and use the sorcery on me. I didn’t know
what or who they were. They told me that they cannot tell me who they are, they cannot tell me
what they want, and they cannot say why they are destroying me.
The federal devels and the others killed me in the natural, and in the many levels of his Earth in
2013 when my car crashed during the night while they were terrorizing me night and days for
about a week long with higher and higher intensity without stop, and I had to leave my home.
My car was completely totaled. They also took me to a hospital they wanted me to go to as they
visit that hospital weekly and removed the patients to unknown place they call planets. They
took me to one of these unknown planets while I was in the hospital, and the hospital staff gave
me water to drink that caused me to have diarrhea. Years later when I had the opportunity to
find out who transported me to the hospital, I found out it was the Secret Service. They used an
open space ship to transport me to the planet they took me to and they terrorized, tortured, and
tormented me there.
In 2013 and up to leaving Miami in 2014, I owed no credit card debt. Therefore, my credit was
estremely good. I had to go to other cities far away from Miami to look for a place to live.
Because of the terror by the US federal governments and others and I couldn’t sleep and live in
my Miami home anymore, I had to move away and I found a place a good distance away. The
federal destroyed my furniture with the movers, they stole my furniture with the movers, my
furniture didn’t arrive when I got to the new home, the federal unloaded my furniture in Fort
Lauderdale. I couldn’t get my furniture, so I had to sleep on the floor with no soap or bath
towels to use for days. I eventually had to spend money to buy these necessities, when my home
delivery was to arrive on the same day and about the same time as I did. I eventually had to find
another mover, and pay him to go to Fort Lauderdale to get my furniture. When I got them,
many of them were badly damaged, broken, and stolen.
I had insurance on my furniture and the movers had insurance. When I tried to get the
reimbursement from the movers and the moving insurance up to today I received nothing, as the
federal government is in control of these organizations and they use their sorcery powers and
other powers to prevent me from getting reimbursement for my stolen, broken, and damaged
furnishings. When I tried to replace some of the needed furniture that were stolen and broken, I
www.naturalearthforall.com
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paid for them beforehand, and they came broken in pieces by the US federal government and
others, and I had to return them. I lost a lot of money in this process.
In 2014, when I arrived at the home for the first time and looked around at the empty home
without my furniture, I realize that the washer and dryer were missing in this new home, and it
was there the last time I was there. They were both stolen by the federal government set up, and I
couldn’t do my laundry for weeks. A few months after I moved in this new home, on January 1,
2015 at about 12:15 AM, I took a bath for the first time in my bath tub. While I was in the tub
the federal devels and the others who had been terrorizing me all day and torturing me, destroyed
the bath tub as they had the vigilantes on me with heightened terror second after second. They
tore down the bath tub and flooded my home from the second floor to the first floor. When I got
out of the bath tub and aware that something was wrong and went to check, the water had
flooded my home inside and outside, and it was like a pool.
I couldn’t get my Miami home rented as the rent market was low and so for about seven months
I had to pay for the two homes from my savings. I had to reduce the rent and then I got a tenant.
I have had to pay portions of the cost for that home, as the rent is not sufficient to cover the cost
of the home, the many insurance and protections that are a must, home maintenance cost, and the
home owner association fees. I am doing these all from my savings. The tenant has missed
several rent payments, and it is because of the federal interfering and destroying the tenant’s job
and life so it affects me. In June 2017, I sent the tenant a package, and it never got to the tenant.
This caused a delay and so the US federal and others are doing whatever they can to destroy my
life and my properties. This is the second time since April 2017, that the federals have gone into
the federal post office and intercepted these types of mail belonging to me. I have purchased
other items and they were returned to the sellers and they never got to me from the post office as
well this year.
Financial Status
I have had to use my retirement funds for my daily living, and I have no more retirement fund
because the federal governments, the banks, others are destroying me. I do not have any money
to live on. I have tried to help myself in many different ways, and every step of the way, the
Federals are there with many obstacles and they have giganamous power from the heavens, the
TVs, the moving pictures (movies), many spares, and many outside places that they use to
control what I do and how it is done. I lived independently with not asking for help from any
form of governments, private, family, or parents. Since the Federal destroyed my job, in 2010,
and my body, it is difficult for me to do my regular work. The federal inject my body with a lot
of fluid to suit their needs. Sometimes, I do not have much to eat, and my body is bloated.
When you look at me you will see a lot of injection tubes on many parts of my body as the
federals inject me and pumped their devel liquids into my body, it makes me look bloated.
Financial Credit & Abduction
Since I moved in 2014, my financial credit has been declining, as I have had to borrow from
credit cards in order to pay for my daily expenses and to use my savings as supplement. The
federal continue to torture and destroy my life daily. They worsened this terror on January 1, to
January 4, 2017 when they removed me illegally and abducted from the Miami International
Airport connecting from one American Airlines flight to another to go home after returning from
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a trip outside of the USA. The federal government devels told me in 2013 that they own the
TSA and the airports. I didn’t understand what they meant, but I later found out that they were
the ones who bombed my properties in the September 11, 2001 attacks in the USA, and the
federals had planned to bring in from the Heavin the TSA and Homeland Security into the Earths
to give them jobs, and to continue more disasters and to control the airports they will destroy.
Some of these wickednesses by the devel governments and leeders were put together to stop me
from thriving and from being who I AM.
Therefore, while I was in the airport they took over, in the American Airline they own, and while
I was going to their TSA security, they can do whatever they want, with anyone they want, at
any time they want, and any how they want. They did these wickednesses to me to stop me from
doing what I must do, and to show me that they can destroy my name, my life, and my physical
wellness, and I cannot stop them. They were able to do these things through Rick Scott the
governor of Florida approval.
Since January 1, 2017, Miami International Airport Abduction and terrorist attack on me by the
US federal government, I have been living in extreme pain. They tore off my left shoulder, my
left arm, my left side when they jabbed me in my left shoulder continuously during the abduction
to get me to resist them. They dropped me several times on the ground breaking and damaging
me inside and outside. They rape and sadomized me; they cut me out of myself; they tore me out,
cut me out, and killed many of me inside of me. They starved me in the natural for days without
food, water, or liquid. They released me from abduction on January 4, 2017, without my bag,
without my IDs and passport, without my luggage, without any money, and like a destitute
person left on the street at about 4:00 am in the morning in the darkness of the night. I had to cut
and carve my way in order to get home.
The State of Florida is responsible for the abduction and destructions in my life since I moved to
Florida. Governors Charlie Christ, and Rick Scott, of Florida who are all man, are responsible
for killing, terrorizing, and destroying my life along with the US Presidents, the federal
governments and others.
Since the terrorist abduction of me by the US federal government on January 2, to January 4,
2017, I need to see many physicians. The US federal and others took everything from inside of
me during this abduction, and so I am left with nothing and cannot survive financially. I have
tried to go to the physicians, and I need to do many follow up treatments, and I cannot do them,
as I do not have the money to do so. I have had to take out all my retirement savings, and there is
nothing left. I am unable to pay for my homes, as I have no money and the tenant cannot keep a
job and cannot pay the rent because of the federal. All these financial problems are the result of
federal destruction of my life and interruption of my life. The many wickednesses the US
Presidents, their wives, the federal governments and others have put on me are affecting my
family members as well. They killed them young, put them in lack, and have started to terror
some of them.
All the credit cards that I have had to use to pay for my daily expenses and things that I need,
have been calling my home sometimes more than 30 to 40 times a day from Sunday to Sunday. I
live in terror from every angle. While I have to live in terror, hunger, lack, and without sleep, I
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have many Chreations that I have to take care of, and I do take care of them. I have Chreator
work to perform that I do every day. The Chreator work that I have to perform is not anything
that you can understand or should know, as that is for me and not for you. A woman Chreator,
Paulett Angella Hemmings Earth, as only a woman gives life, and brings forth life, put this Earth
together and put your generations in it, and that is how you are here today. You did not put
yourself in this Earth. You are not to be responsible for your life and living; I AM. I AM the
Provider of this Earth, and these Earths, whether I AM here in the natural or not.
This Earth has been destroyed by these wicked devel leeders in many ways that you cannot
understand or see with your eyes. That is why many things I cannot do in this Earth, as it is not
in the shape it is to be in, and this natural Earth level is not where it is to be. Additionally, my
power and authority are being used by the federal governments, the republic governments, the
monarchies and many other devel leaders in this Earth and these Earths.
I have contacted the credit cards companies by letter and inform them of who I am. I have
contacted the Banks by letters and inform them of who I am. I have contacted the credit cards
and banks by telephone and inform them and have them to put the information on my accounts.
However, they call me several times a day from Sunday to Sunday and also on holidays asking
for credit card payment and giving me deals to pay them monthly when they already know who I
AM. The banks send me email and even found private telephone numbers that I have not given
them to track me and to terrorize me for my own money, in my own Earth. Many of the callers
are my own children and many devels outside of the Earth.
TSA & Office of Personnel Management
I got injured on my job at TSA in 2010 when the federal government and others destroyed my
body, killed me many times, destroyed my job, my colleagues, the supervisors, managers, and
directors. My injuries were severe, and I could not work anymore. I was on workman’s
compensation and the Federal government continue destroying me, so I couldn’t recover. The
TSA terminated my employment because I was being terrorized by them and other federals and
many others. While the TSA, Federal government, and many other terrorisms continued while I
am at home, the Department of Labor terminated my workman’s compensation saying that my
injuries do not need to be covered by them. They stopped my workman’s compensation, and
they refused to give me the reimbursement for prior months that were not sent in to them before
they cut off the compensation.
The department of labor sent me to a few experts to get their documentations that they can use to
disqualify me. Those planned reports are directed by the federal governments, Florida state, and
many others, to say that I am not sick. All those expenses far away from my home, I had to
spend to transport me to see their experts, they never reimburse me not even one penny. Maybe
about 2012 or 2013, the Department of Labor and the federal governments and the others
disqualify and left me sick and battered without any money to support me, and I had to begin
using my savings to pay for my medical, my medical transportations, medications, and my
personal home expenses. I wrote to the Department of Labor and requested a review of their
decisions and they said I should have gotten an attorney to write to them instead of me writing to
them. They did not reinstate my sick benefits, and so I was left to survive on my own with no
money.
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I sent a document in to the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) for early retirement. They
took a good amount of time to research my file, and they sent me a letter stating the amount of
money I am to get when I retire per month. For federal, retirement is connected to the years of
service, more than the dollar amount anyone contribute. I didn’t retire at that time and about one
to two more years when TSA terminated me because I am sick, I completed the application form
and sent it to them. They approved my early retirement, and they gave me a monthly retirement
allowance about two thousand dollars less than they had projected. This was illegal and
deceiving because I had accrued about two more years and so the amount should have been
much more than they had projected instead it went down about two thousand dollars.
I wrote to OPM about their error and they replied saying that was the amount I AM to get. I was
left with not much to survive on and a growing medical expense. I had to use up my savings
monthly to supplement the great loss of income while I am being killed, bitten, stung, hungered,
thirsty, lack of food and water, destroyed, tortured, burned, branded, choked, dosed with acid,
pierced, chewed, broken glass thrown in my eyes, face, and all over my body, and much more I
had to endure by the second, every day, every week, every month, every year up to today.
Is the department of Labor doing illegal experiments of many varying degrees on my children
and their species?
Are the department of Labour reports based on many illegal experiments they used to pervade
and peruse my children brain attaching many instruments to them from the federal devels to
know many things about how our brain works, our stress levels, what stimulates and continue
anxiety, and that helps the federal to terrorize us at work more and more, and they then terminate
or disallow our sick and injury benefits?
Is the department of labor using a lot of illegal outside the earth underground power in their labs?
The Department of Labor is illegal in this Earth, and like the other federal agencies must get out
as already directed.
Motor Vehicle Accident
The terror, torture, wickednesses continued to the point where they tried to kill me with vehicle
accidents a number of times since I am living in Miami to the point that my car was totally
crushed and went over the road embankment and into some trees, as the thousands of devels took
control of my vehicle. I don’t know exactly what happened in the accident, as I believe the
devels cut the time and did may things. I was picked up by an ambulance and I told them where
to take me to the hospital, they knew the address and they never took me there. At some point
the ambulance became an helicopter, and the attendants were unusual looking police, secret
service, or military. They were able to know my name, address, where I work without looking at
my driver license, and I did not have any documents with my job information on it. I was taken
to an hospital, and at some time later the devels took me out of the hospital and put me in an
open space ship and took me away. I was unaware of how they got me out of the hospital and up
in the air. The sound of the travel through the air was zugu zugu zugu zugu, as the space ship did
not go straight, it went zig zag. While they were traveling with me, they told me that I must close
my eyes and they told me what to expect. They said I will see flashes of light, many stars, go
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through the milky way and many other things, as I believe, they did not want me to scream out.
There was a fight with two of these devels. One wanted to take me to the heaven and the other
wanted to take me to his place. Many other devels were there and some came after the space
ship they put me in, by foot. I could see them running in the air like on steps moving in the
direction of the space ship. I did pass through those places and saw what they told me I would
see with my eyes closed. They took me to an hospital, and I was put in a bed, and I could see the
room, and the nurses and even outside the room. There were about three nurses. They were
African looking nurses, Spanish looking nurses, pink skin looking nurses. They spoke many
different languages. English is the dominant language. While I was there, I even heard a radio
broadcast ongoing, and I remember one segment of it they had a famous poet (Mayo Angelo)
poetry reciting or reading, and they were speaking about her work. The nurses had cell phones
and they speak with their families as they call them. I ate my meals and the food tasted like our
food and very tasty. I had chicken and mashed potatoes, and I was so tired I couldn’t eat all the
meal. I drank orange juice and water I think, and they fed me, as I couldn’t help myself. I
remember that most of my teeth were missing, and I put my tongue and felt my gum and they
were missing.
When the nurses stopped feeding me the devels took my mind and body over and began to terror,
sting, burn and do many unbearable wicked things to me. The water I drank caused my stomach
to growl and I felt diarrhea coming on me. I told the devels that I needed to use the toilet many,
many, many, many times. They ignored me while they spar and played with each other, as it
seemed they were two lovers and both men. I had to pass my feces on myself and even my
intestine came out. Something happened and someone they said, after, sealed my body up.
Many other bad things happened, and they eventually brought me back to the Earth and into a
different hospital as it seemed. Later, they cut out the hospital room and took me in the hospital
room going to another planet they said. While was on the way they looked at the TV, and I saw
a woman reporter saying that some people were abducted. Then one of these devels told me that
the person the reporter is talking about was to be my doctor the next morning when I wake up.
On this long journey, they said to Venus, they got information that there was a problem, and they
couldn’t continue on the journey, because the doctor and others who were to work on me were
disoriented and they couldn’t do the work.
They then decided to return, and they brought me back to the hospital. I stayed in there in terror
more rapidly than before, as the devels could not get what they wanted done, so they put higher
intensity of terror on me in the hospital and no sleep, and much more unusual situations. I do not
know how the hospital got my sister telephone number or my cousin telephone number, as I did
not give it to them and my cellphone was stolen or lost. After I got out of the hospital and found
where my vehicle was, and looked at the police report, it said my car hit a dumpster and the
dumpster got dented. They showed a picture of my car close to the dumpster, and I know that I
went into many trees.
Father, Sun, Holy Spirit
The father sun and the holy ghost/spirit are three man in one. They are three homosexuals/Dick
Head, Batty Man. They are two of Baraks effigies and Donald Trump in the middle. The holy
spirit is also many different Sentors, congress man and woman, governors and the wives of
Donald trump and Barak Obama and others.
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Gold Strands
Chase, JP Morgan Chase, Nationstar Mortgage, Discover, TD Bank, BMW, American Express,
Bank of America, Citi bank, Discover, Mercedes Benz, Syncronic, Wells Fargo, and the other
banks, you have all my moneys in your possession and you have stolen my moneys. Now I am
going to have to pull out all my pussy hairs and string them together and twirl them and twine
them and spit and shit on them and then rub them up in my hand and make gold coins to pay for
my food, clothes, shelter and all my bills. You are all a Pussy fucking rass cloth bumbo cloth
thief and a wicked (no one to use my protected words). You have destituted all my other versions
of me who are to lead my Earths, and you are doing the same thing to me, so I have to be here to
experience what you have been doing and to see it in the real sense and know the real feelings.
Commercial Banks
I Command that all of these accounts for the various organizations, banks, for Paulett Angella
Hemmings are paid in full from year to year and are current, with no spending limits and a cash
advance of no less than US Dollars One Trillion for some and four trillion for others with
immediate effect, now. Some of the other non-banks/financial accounts must have advance
funding. Those that do not need cash advance are paid in full from year to year.
Chase Credit Card ending in
Home Team Pest Control account ending in
Macy’s American Express account ending in
Chase Slate account ending in
BMW Card Services account ending in
Dell financial Services account ending in
Tampa Electric account ending in
Synchrony Bank/Amazon account ending in
Allstate Insurance account ending in
WinterSilks account ending in
American Express Green account ending in
Citi account ending in
Legal Shield account ending in
Bank of America account ending in
Bank of America account ending in
Bank of America account ending in
Citi Sears account ending in
American Express Freedom Pass Business ending in
Bank of America IRA ending in
Chase JP Morgan account ending in
Nationstar Mortgage/Leithe
Synchrony Bank/Walmart account ending in
Discover account ending in
Brandon Pointe Comm Assn/Excelsior ending #
Synchrony Bank account ending in
Wells Fargo Home Mortgage account ending in
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5093
4734
1438
8438
2656
8548
2854
1166
6403
9946
4003
33237
7271
4485
8357
5854
47686
3006
0001
7965
1242
8276
7126
4481
0752
5253
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Mercedes Benz account ending in
Courts at Bayshore Master/Vestal ending #
Courts at Bayshore 1 CAI/Vestal ending #
Synchrony Bank/JCP account ending in
Synchrony/Texaco Credit card account ending in
Chase JP Morgan account ending in
TD Bank account ending in
TD Bank account ending in
Macy’s account ending in
Spectrum Brighthouse networks account ending in
Allstate Insurance account ending in
Citi Advantage account ending in
Syncrony/Care Credit account ending in
Verizon Account ending
CNA Insurance account ending in
Tampa Electric account ending in
Allstate Insurance/Florida PP&C
Trift Savings Plan account ending in

6435
2121
7951
48801
1001
6801
8393
1767
4575-1
9290-01
6403
4079
5102
1195-0….1
3178
6511
9791
0562

Free Home for Parcel Lands/Plots/Lots
JP Morgan chase, Chase Manhattan, Chase, Wells Fargo, Nationstar Mortgage, Citibank, other
banks, Lennar home builder and other Builders, since about 2012, in the Perspectile, Parletas,
Federal Cut-Out of this Earth, those parcel lots/plots/lands already developed, were given to the
Home Owners, and their mortgage moneys returned, as the lands were not to be developed, as
they are mine. In the State of Florida, as you have it, Home Owners were given these free homes.
Why in the Natural you have been charging us and me for our home when a decree had been sent
out, and it is for all the Earths. Because we do not have the interconnection, you have been
robbing all-natural lives without stopping. The Cutler Bay, Florida and Brandon Points are among
the communities that the banks returned their mortgage money. The homes must be given free to
the home owners in this Natural Natural Earth, just like the other elevations of the Natural Earth.
Police Murder Police
There have been many reports of civilians or a person who is not a law enforcement killing a
police woman or man. These are lying stories. The police, news medias, the federal
governments, FBI’s, Governors, Mayors, Military, country leeders, and others do the killings of
police officers, so they get rid of the real natural flesh officer, and there is room for the plastic
police that the federal have equipped to replace those killed. There are many plastic police
officers that do not look like plastics. Their features are well formed, and they look better than
real natural flesh Lives. Sometimes some of these well-formed plastic persons have a real life
inside them that was not made in this Earth, and the devels are able to use them inside the plastics
and get the outer effigies or statue with similar quality as the inside, so that is why they are so
well formed and look so real. They abduct real peoples or a ranking or others and they tear the
person down and they give police lying stories and then they terrorize the victim and the news
media write all sorts of lying stories about the person while the federal and others get into the
family and neighbors to tear them down, so they can say things that are not accurate about the
person or so they can find a person from the community to tear down, so they can get that person
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to be a neighborhood witness or to say something inaccurate about the victim they are parading as
a criminal. These are all well practiced recurring crime report and parading of innocent persons as
a criminal to please the federal and the republics and others who are the devels.
JBC TV and Radios
Jamaica Broadcasting Station (JBC) TV, Radio etc., must return immediately.
OJ Simpson
Since the January 8, 2017 Article 1, I have commanded OJ Simpson and others released from
Prison. Why are the news media and the Courts parading a plastic or rubber OJ Simpson on the
TV and news reports? Where is the real natural flesh OJ Simpson? Where is all the money to be
returned to OJ Simpson the federals and republics and others stole from him and accusing him of
doing things that are not true and even if true are not criminal or illegal?

•

•
•
•
•
•

Andrew Cuomo you have stolen my family leave information from my Articles that I
commanded for all my children in this Earth and all Chreations to get? Andrew Cuomo
you are a thief. In 2013 you and others opened my brain, steal my information and using
them all across this Earth World
Andrew Cuomo are you asking other ones of me in the Perspectile and other elevations of
this Earth for my parents, brothers, sisters, family and generational names and
information?
Cuomo are you harassing my other ones in other Earth Elevations about who I AM when
you already know?
Cuomo, are you using my personal information illegally to help the federal and yourself?
Cuomo, are you desperate to become a President?
What else have you stolen and used from my Articles, my Decrees, and Decrys?
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Barak Obama
Barak Obama, I charge you two million dollars US for removing the graphical illustration from
your web site (www.straightdope.com) I told you not to remove. You are now hiding the
information and the connection to my website publishing of my documents. Today August 4, I
reviewed your web pages thoroughly and the graphic illustration was removed. Pay me this
money in a certified check, right now, now, now, now.
I press charges against you Barak Obama one thousand times for using my family names in the
past and in this present time. You are to pay me two million dollars each for the two names. You
owe me one million dollars per line of text and two Million dollars per graphics that depicts, my
Articles, Decry, Decrymiums, and other information in taken from my documents. Pay me this
money in a certified check, right now, now, now, now.
In the illustrations, you have shown how you have taken all my money, and all I have, and you
have sucked me out and left me skinny and dried out. That is also what you have done to this
Earth. Barak Obama, pay me with a certified check, I want this money now. I want his money
now. I want this money now. I want this money now.
THIS IS THE END OF THIS 16th Level DECRY CALLED A DECRYMIUM MIUM MIUM
MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM
MIUM. THIS LEVEL IS HIGHER THAN THE DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUMMIUM AND
HIGHER THAN A DECREE

Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PhD.
HIGHEST CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
HIGHEST CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL LIFE, ESISTENCE, DEATH, AND
ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (HIGOG)
HIGHEST OH MY GOODNESS
HIGHEST MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
HIGHEST MY LOVE
HIGHEST CRUM CRUM
HIGHEST KREME OF THE KREM
HIGHEST PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH)
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIAS SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
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